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a mobile phone is a portable telephone that uses to make and receive calls over a radio 
frequency carrier, and users can move within telephone service area. Mobile phones 

messages and calling to your desire ones. In case to call or send message to someone 

people uses phones. Imagine how you should keep all these numbers in one isolated 
device. All mankind is in a loss. No a doubt to lose our phone, and losing your contacts 

Since contact numbers is important data, why we didn’t ensure to secure and make them 
available when we needed.

dark hole of losing contacts within losing their phones, losing your cell-phone doesn’t 
mean losing your contacts if you are smart..
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Technology changes the way we live, learn, and even communicate; this century is known 

people save contacts of their friends and family in their mobile phones to relate them 

is increasing day by day (D. K. Goldhammer D. A. Wiegand D. Becker M. Schmid,2012,p 

gained special interest among developers. Since it set open source, security tools can be 
developed even at kernel level (D. Schmidt R. Bye H.-G. Schmidt J. Clausen O. Kiraz K. 
Yüksel, 2009, p 55).

operators want to provide value-added content to their subscribers in a manageable 

A. What is an android

screen mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets. Android has become the larg-

OS on tablets since 2013, and on smart phones (AM Farkade ,  2015).

B. History of android

Chris White and Rich miner in 2003.The main aim of establishing Android Inc. were to 

decide to buy unknown companies to empower their demand issue and in July 2005, 
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million with those important employees, including Rubin, Miner and White, stayed at the 

from Google company android has seen numerous updates which have incrementally 

A. Concepts of mobile phones and its importance

A mobile phone is a portable telephone that uses to make and receive calls over a radio 
frequency carrier, and users can move within telephone service area. Mobile phones are 

-
ing business, and in order to use, you have to have their unique numbers each person. 

more your demand increases the more you need to have handbook to save your friends 

save your contact numbers instead of using handbook. To make call GSM mobile phones 

-

SwaratChaudhuri, A, 2011,p 20).

P. McDaniel,2009,p 21). Such as SMS messages and calling to your desire ones. In case to 

friends and the majority of the people uses phones. Imagine how you should keep all 
these numbers in one isolated device. All mankind is in a loss. No a doubt to lose our 
phone, and losing your contacts with the loosing of your mobile is a big problem that the 

ensure to secure and make them available when we needed. The developers tried to solve 
this problem to let the users to keep their contacts number in save place. There are many 

your cell-phone doesn’t mean losing your contacts if you are smart. 

restore them when they needed. But that not helped to many mobile users, apps which 
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B. Reasons may cause lost data on android mobile phone

While transfer data between phone and pc or Mac machine, you falsely eject the phone 

1. 
part of contacts or message you really don’t want to lose.

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Mobile users must back up their cell phone data before these problems occur. There are 
many supports apps which developed for solving these problems of losing contacts and 
messages with the losing of cell phone completely, Google try to allow android mobile 
phone users to back up their contacts into Gmail and many companies also tried to help 

solving this problem too but now only to Somali society. Many app are available on Google 

1. Allows for users to backup and restore their cell phone contacts and messages.
2. Easy to share contacts via stand-alone message for its users.
3. Easy to access your cellphone any android mobile phone which installed this app.
4. 

same username and password and manipulate your stored data. 
5.  

The app is not suitable for all smart phones and it only works for android supporter 
phones.

1. Doesn’t support early version of android mobile phones.
2. Doesn’t have any version for IOS and Windows mobile phones.
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1) My Contacts

With My contact you will always have a secure backup of your 

the main aim of developing My Contacts project. Well-designed 

for many countries to use My Contacts app because of the 

this app is that no chance for my people to use this since My 

not in there.

projects and teams, including the ability to manage documents 

2) Google +

Google Plus (also known as Google+) is a social networking 
service from Google ( Marziah Karch,2017,p 23) . Google+ 

 
allowing more transparency in who you share with and how 
you interact. It also integrates all Google services and displays a 
new Google+ menu bar on other Google services when you’re 
logged into a Google account.

3) Gap analysis

My contact system and Google+ do not support SMS storing and keeping, also they 
doesn’t a search tool which it can be used to look for special contact or SMS, but in this 

list in another person’s phone by using your privilege username and password.
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basically used for the project which is small and there are no uncertain requirements. At the 

 

planning Data gathering

Research 

Analyzing

Data Flow Diagram Prototype Prototype accepted

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3
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1) Advantages of waterfall model:

1. This model is simple and easy to understand and use.
2. 

and a review process.
3. 

overlap.
4. 

understand.

2) Disadvantage of waterfall model:

1. 
something that was not well-thought out in the concept stage.

2. 
3. High amounts of risk and uncertainty.
4. 
5. 
6. 

3) When to use the waterfall model:

1. 
2. 
3. Technology is understood.
4. There are no ambiguous requirements.
5. 
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scope of this study. 

B. Experiment Requirement

has API level 11 and above which the minimum SDK is 11 and target SDK is 23.
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2) Security for mobile apps

recorded in a way that will be meaningful both to users and developers.

No. Requirement
1
2 Front End

development kit)).
3 Back End
4 Web server Apache.
5 Browser
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mobile subscribers a lot, and you can save it more numbers of your people. But another 

is when you lose your cell phone then you already in loss for your contacts list, which you 

large company and also provided for mobile users to back up their number list into Gmail 

facing these problems. According to researcher, I would like to take the responsibility of 
my society to rescue them from losing their contact with the closing of their cell-phones 

the base language is made to interact with apps subscribers.

be kept in permanent to ovoid missing the contents and SMS. We discussed what android 

in the phones which includes Images, audio, and Videos. Our study is only about contacts 
and SMS but it is open to make further study to save the missing data of images, audio, 
and videos.
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